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The lymphatic system is an integral 
component of the immune system, 

filtering the blood of all cellular waste. 
When healthy, it absorbs and discharges 
unwanted body fat, excess fluids, toxins, 

bacteria, viruses, hormones and assists in 
healing challenges related to all of the 

body’s systems. 

Everywhere there is blood, there is lymph. 
The watershed of the facial lymph runs out 

from the center of the face, towards the ears 
and down the neck. Puffiness and allergies 
can be triggered by lymphatic congestion, 

especially around a tight jaw area. 

The facial lymphatic drainage technique can 
help alleviate these symptoms as well as 

boost lymphatic function when nodes are 
combatting a virus or bacterial infection. 
Ayurvedic nasal flushing with a neti pot 
followed by use of herbalized nasya or 

sesame oil also offer additional support for 
facial lymphatic health.

Use very light pressure with your fingertips, in a 
stretch-turn-release rhythm. 

I recommend using a Cranio Cradle for opening 
the occiput, and a long, gentle, downward hold 
of the ears for at least five minutes to help open 
facial lymph by relieving pressure at the jaw. 

The facial lymph drains from the center, towards 
the ears, and then down towards the collarbone.  

For acute symptoms or swelling of any 
kind, use the repetitive method 
outlined here. Continue sporadically 
until symptoms dissipate. 

If in a rush, long, gentle strokes out from 
the nose, towards the ears, and down the 
neck will do. 
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1 Gently stretch the skin using 
5 gentle downward strokes at 
the collarbone, releasing each 
time.

Halfway up the neck, gently 
stretch the skin using 5 
strokes directing down 
towards the collarbone, 
releasing each time. 

Gently stretch the skin using 
5 strokes from behind and in 
front of the ears, directing 
towards the collarbone, 
releasing each time. Repeat 
sequence 3 times, or more if 
desired.
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1 Using the fingertips at the 
temples, gently stretch the 
skin using 5 gentle strokes, 
down towards the ears, 
releasing each time. 

Using the fingertips at the 
cheekbones, gently stretch the 
skin using 5 gentle strokes, 
turning out and down towards 
the ears, releasing each time. 

Using the fingertips in front of 
the ears, gently stretch the 
skin using 5 gentle strokes, 
turning down towards the 
neck, releasing each time. 
Repeat each sequence 3 times, 
or more if desired.

Using the thumbs, gently stretch 
the skin under the jaw using 5 
gentle strokes from the outer-
most point, stretch in towards 
the neck and out towards the 
ears, releasing each time. 

Gently stretch the skin under the 
jawbone using 5 gentle strokes on 
both sides at a midpoint between 
the chin and the outermost point, 
turning down and out towards 
the ears, releasing each time.  

Gently stretch the skin under the 
chin using 5 gentle strokes on 
both sides, turning down and out 
towards the ears, releasing each 
time. Repeat each sequence 3 
times, or more if desired.
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Using fingertips under the lips 
and above the chin, gently 
stretch the skin using 5 gentle 
strokes, stretching down and 
out towards the ears, releasing 
each time. 

Using fingertips at the corners 
of the mouth, gently stretch the 
skin using 5 gentle strokes, 
turning down and out towards 
the ears, releasing each time. 

Using fingertips on both sides 
of the upper lip, gently stretch 
the skin using 5 gentle strokes, 
stretching down and out 
towards the ears, releasing each 
time. Repeat each sequence 3 
times, or more if desired. 
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1 Using the thumb and index 
fingers, gently pinch and 
stretch the inner eyebrows 
out towards the ears 5 times, 
releasing each time.

Using the thumb and index 
fingers, gently pinch and 
stretch the outer eyebrows 
out towards the ears 5 times, 
releasing each time.

Using the fingers, gently 
stretch the forehead in 5 
gentle strokes, torquing out 
towards the ears, releasing 
each time. Repeat each 
sequence 3 times, or more if 
desired.

Using fingertips at points just 
outside the nostrils, gently 
stretching the skin using 5 
gentle strokes, down and out 
towards the ears, releasing 
each time. 

Using fingertips at points just 
outside the bridge of the nose, 
gently stretch the skin using 5 
gentle strokes, turning out 
towards the ears, releasing 
each time. 

Using fingertips at points just 
inside the tear ducts, gently 
stretch the skin using 5 gentle 
strokes, turning down and out 
towards the ears, releasing 
each time. Repeat each 
sequence 3 times, or more. 
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